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Abstract: The tussle in IP multicast, where different enablers have interests that are adverse to each other, has led to
a halt in inter-provider multicast deployment and created a situation in which enabling inter-domain multicast routing
is considered a deterrent for network providers. This paper presents ODMT (On-demand Inter-domain Multicast Tun-
neling), an on-demand inter-provider multicast tunneling that is autonomous in operation and manageable through its
definable policy control. In the architectural design, we propose a new approach of enabling inter-provider multicast by
decoupling the control-plane and forwarding-plane. Focusing on the control-plane without changing the forwarding-
plane, our solution changes the traditional open multicast service model into a more manageable service model in
inter-domain multicast operation, hence it eases the Internet-wide multicast deployment.
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1. Introduction

Live broadcasts streamed to large audiences spanning several
time zones (e.g., important speeches, world sporting events, no-
table lectures) can generate an unprecedented amount of Internet
traffic. US President Obama’s speech and the 2010 FIFA World
Cup are such examples [1]. The convergence of broadband Inter-
net and broadcasting services to grab larger audiences [2], [3], [4]
can increase the amount of video traffic on the Internet beyond
what has been currently estimated [5], [6]. These typical resource
intensive services (i.e., high bandwidth and low delay) were sup-
posed to be served by IP multicast as was envisioned over two
decades ago [7], but unfortunately it is still unavailable on the In-
ternet.

Despite a significant increase in multicast networks deployed
for live broadcast services (e.g., IPTV services) [8], [9], such net-
works are simply isolated multicast islands [10] due to the ab-
sence of inter-domain multicast. Previous researchers [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16] have criticized the open multicast service

model and its protocol complexity as the root problem in lack of
Internet-wide multicast deployment. The open multicast service
model and its routing protocol complexities make the operation of
inter-domain multicast difficult to manage. The issue with open
multicast service model is the lack of control to hosts which send
and receive multicast traffic, while the issue with IP multicast pro-
tocol complexity is the management problem of massive multi-
cast states on all intermediate (transit) routers. The lack of control
function on enabling inter-domainm ulticast is considered a deter-
rent to network providers and has led to a halt of inter-provider
multicast. A scalable and easy to deploy multicast routing pro-
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tocol is not the only important requirements; we also consider
a manageable inter-domain multicast service model to be as im-
portant as other criteria in order to revive Internet-wide multicast
deployment.

The severity of the inter-domain multicast routing scalability
and complexity problem has also meant that a number of pro-
posals have focused on reducing the multicast forwarding state
entries and on addressing implementation simplicity [16], [17],
[18], [19]. Even though these proposals provide a scalable so-
lution and ease of deployment, they are not principal changes in
the open multicast service model. The concern regarding an open
multicast service model in terms of inter-domain deployment is
an uncontrollable multicast distribution tree that makes monitor-
ing and accounting on multicast access difficult, as discussed in
Ref. [16]. This has perhaps contributed to the fact that none of
these models has seen deployment.

This paper directly addresses the issue of an open multicast
service model in the inter-domain area. We propose a much sim-
pler approach to interconnect isolated multicast islands using an
on-demand multicast tunneling mechanism, hence we called it
as ODMT. ODMT offers two key advantages over existing so-
lutions: 1) autonomous and seamless operation of inter-domain

multicast - provides on-demand inter-domain multicast tunneling
that avoids deployment dependency on the contiguous upstream
provider and does not require modification to the existing multi-
cast routing protocol. 2) increased possibility of multicast inter-

connection with flexible operation - provides a measure of control
and deployment strategies by enabling flexible choices of multi-
cast tunnel providers to perform overlay inter-domain multicast
peering.

These advantages are achieved through the architectural de-
sign. To avoid the complexity of an inter-domain multicast oper-
ation, ODMT decouples the control and forwarding planes. This
separation enables ODMT to provide on-demand inter-domain
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multicast distribution tree and overlay multicast transit through
non-contiguous upstream network providers. ODMT adds a few
important network components (Section 3) to allow independent
deployment by any ISP using their existing multicast routing plat-
form without the need for hardware and software upgrades.

Our key contribution in this paper is a new approach in en-
abling inter-domain multicast with minimal changes, while at the
same time introducing manageable service model of inter-domain
multicast operation. We hope this solution will help to overcome
the barrier of inter-provider multicast deployment to achieve the
vision of ubiquitous multicast availability on the Internet.

The primary focus of this paper is the design and implemen-
tation of ODMT. We lay the background of our work in Section
2, then discuss the design approach and implementation in Sec-
tions 3 and 4, respectively. We present the deployment issues and
analysis of ODMT in Sections 5 and 6 and the related work in
Section 7. Finally, Section 8 provides some concluding remarks.

2. Current Multicast Deployment

Efforts to enable multicast on the Internet have been underway
since the early 1990s with MBone [20], but, through the years,
this effort has diminished and multicast has failed to see Internet-
wide deployment. In contrast, IP multicast deployment in certain
supervised networks (i.e., IPTV networks, enterprise networks,
financial networks) has enjoyed significant success.

2.1 Protocols Evolution
The first multicast routing protocol to support IP multicasting

was Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) [21].
DVMRP was introduced to facilitate multicasting at an early
stage with a usage model called Any-Source Multicast Model
(ASM) [22]. Many-to-many services (i.e., multiplayer games,
multi-party conferencing) are classified under this ASM usage
model. Todays, the usage of this protocol is considered as legacy
deployments. RFC 5110 [23] summarizes the deployment sta-
tus of different multicast routing protocols and shows that Proto-
col Independent Multicast - Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) is the only
multicast routing protocol that is actually deployed for both inter-
domain and intra-domain areas. In the current state, PIM-SM [24]
is considered as the de-facto multicast routing protocol.

PIM-SM, as its name implies, builds and maintains the mul-
ticast distribution trees (sometimes called multicast forward-
ing states) independent of any particular underlying topology-
gathering protocol to populate its multicast routing table (MRIB).
This means that the multicast distribution tree of PIM-SM can be
influenced by other routing protocols. PIM-SM was designed to
scale up to inter-domain Internet operation [25]; however, since
it does not exchange multicast routing tables with other PIM-
SM routers, it has to be complemented by other routing proto-
cols. The Multiprotocol Border Gateway Protocol (MBGP) [26]
is often used and supports non-congruent multicast routes to the
unicast ones. The combination of these two protocols would
have been enough to enable multicast on the Internet. Unfor-
tunately, those two protocols are not sufficient to support ASM
usage model for inter-domain multicast. ASM usage model re-
quires another protocol to inform the existence of active sources

from one domain to the other domains. This requirement makes
inter-domain multicast operation becomes inherently complex.

The complexity of employing ASM lies in its way of learn-
ing the active sources. A PIM-SM router in a domain needs
to first know its PIM rendezvous point (RP) to learn the active
sources. It became apparent that when a source is located in an-
other PIM-SM domain, a coordination mechanism between the
RPs from multiple PIM-SM domains is needed; Multicast Source
Discovery Protocol (MSDP) [27] was invented for this purpose.
Therefore, PIM-SM with MSDP and MBGP is a common scheme
found in current inter-domain multicast deployment. Unfortu-
nately, this scheme is only valid for IPv4 and MSDP itself has
several scalability problems and is quite vulnerable to attacks,
as discussed in Ref. [15]. Moreover, the IETF has no intent to
define MSDP for IPv6 and has made Embedded-RP available in-
stead [23].

The Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) [28] usage model was
later invented and is suitable for one-to-many service where the
sources are definite (e.g., IPTV, stock quotes, etc.). When SSM
is used, inter-domain routing apparently becomes much simpler
and does not require a source discovery protocol such as MSDP.
The receiver host must signal the router using a specific join mes-
sage to (source, group) channel. Interested receivers can learn the
source address from an out-of-band mechanism, such as Web or
through other means to subscribe to the (source, group) channel.
The PIM-SM protocol has been designed to support ASM and
SSM usage models. Implementation-wise, PIM-SSM is a sub-
set of PIM-SM function, and thus most current routing platforms
already support it. The combination of PIM-SSM and MBGP
should be sufficient to enable broadcast service (SSM-like model)
on the Internet.

2.2 Open Multicast Service Model
The Internet is composed of interconnection between heteroge-

neous entities called Autonomous Systems (ASes), where the AS
interconnection is formed on a contractual basis between ISPs,
which mostly classified as transit and peering. This AS inter-
connection determines how packets are routed from source and
destinations. Gao [29] has identified that more than 99% of Inter-
net paths conform valley-free inter-domain path model, in which
packets are first forwarded over uphill path using only provider
links and as soon as possible forwarded to downhill path, maybe
over a peering link, using only customer links as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Faratin et al. [30] view today’s type of ISPs as content ISPs
and eyeball ISPs, where packets mostly flow from customers of
content ISPs who provide contents to customers of eyeball ISPs
who access the contents. We use these concepts to analyze the
Internet-wide multicast deployment problem.

Deploying inter-domain multicast on the Internet will obvi-
ously help broadcast services scale their distribution to a larger
number of potential users, and at the same time save bandwidth.
However, this bandwidth saving becomes cost/revenue problem
between ISPs as it breaks the common inter-provider peering set-
tlement on the basis of traffic volume [31] and has been regarded
as multicast tussle [32] as depicted in Fig. 1. This basic multicast
tussle has hindered multicast from being widely available on the
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Fig. 1 Inter-domain multicast tussle with regard to peering relationships.
A circle describes an AS on the Internet, where C-ISP, TR, E-ISP
describe content ISP, transit ISP, and eyeball ISP, respectively. En-
abling multicast between source AS (S) – C-ISP and E-ISP – receiver
AS (R) provides a positive incentive as it reduces the possible traffic
bottleneck and the outgoing/incoming traffic costs. However, it in-
troduces a negative incentive for transit ISPs, as they see a reduced
revenue due to the decreasing transit traffic volume.

Internet.
Open multicast service model has been considered as the root

problem in lack of Internet-wide multicast deployment, in which
the open service model does not provide enough control to hosts
which send or receive multicast traffic. Diot et al. [11] had empha-
sized that without changing this service model, the Internet-wide
deployment of IP multicast will remain stalled. They argued that
address allocation, access control and inter-domain management
as functions that must be added in an implementation that offers
an alternate service model. Realizing this problem and multicast
tussle above, we need a more manageable inter-domain multi-
cast service model that can enable each type of ISP to decide
their incentives (reducing or increasing traffic volume) to com-
ply with their existing inter-domain peering relationships, which
at the end could overcome the barrier to Internet-wide multicast
deployment.

3. ODMT Design

In this section, we illustrate the key components of ODMT,
as it aims to interconnect the existing multicast islands to enable
Internet-wide multicast availability. To achieve this goal, the de-
sign of ODMT must meet these requirements.

First, to be practical, ODMT must be seamlessly integrated to
the current Internet routing platform. This implies that ODMT
must be able to run without requiring neither modification on
the current de-facto multicast routing protocol nor hardware up-
grades on the existing routing platform. Second, ODMT needs
to be autonomous in its operation. This implies that ODMT must
be able to work on-demand to connect two isolated multicast is-
lands and then disconnect when not needed. Moreover, the con-
trol policy to govern the multicast interconnection should be con-
figurable. Therefore, in our design, we do not depend on the
availability of contiguous multicast peering. Instead, each site
may directly initiate overlay multicast peering to the source’s site
or via another overlay multicast transit providers based on the lo-
cal policy choices. Finally, the design must support incremental
deployment and co-exist smoothly with native inter-domain mul-
ticast deployment.

IP Multicast has been considered as an “all or nothing” or

Table 1 Tunneling and multicast forwarding on modern routers with hard-
ware acceleration support. The performance index is the percent-
age of CPU usage where lower value is better. For the measurement
of each of the results, a 30 Mbps UDP stream was generated using
iperf [37]. The payload size of each UDP packet was 1,372 bytes.
While UDP traffic was streamed, CPU usage was polled from each
router every 5 seconds over a period of 10 minutes.

Platform
Tunnel Native

Unicast Multicast Unicast Multicast

Juniper MX80
avg. 0.82% avg. 0.83% avg. 0.80% avg. 0.80%
std. 0.38% std. 0.38% std. 0.40% std. 0.44%

Cisco 7200 avg. 3.71% avg. 5.02% avg. 3.51% avg. 4.54%
(NPE-G1) std. 1.57% std. 1.28% std. 0.94% std. 1.24%

“clean-slate” service, which has to be enabled on every node
along the path from the sender to the receivers. The multicast
states must exist at all the intermediate nodes (transit providers)
to guarantee the multicast packet duplication. For inter-domain
operation, multicast states are considered undesirable because
the transit providers have no control of it. To avoid this situa-
tion, bypassing those intermediate nodes using tunneling would
be the logical approach. This is similar to the MBone deployment
technique [20] where many routers were not multicast-capable.
From an operational point of view, instead of using a well-known
static tunneling, we need an on-demand inter-domain multicast
tunneling. ODMT design relies on the well-known tunneling
technique to encapsulate multicast packets crossing the unicast
paths in order to interconnect isolated multicast islands. Tunnel-
ing is known to have several performance penalties [33]. How-
ever, with current advances in hardware-accelerated tunnel inter-
face and hardware-enabled multicast forwarding found in mod-
ern routers [34], [35], [36], tunneling no longer imposes signifi-
cant performance penalties. Our own measurement results in Ta-
ble 1 also confirmed this fact. The CPU usage of route processor
in each router platform remained low even though tunneling and
multicast forwarding were used.

3.1 Control- and Forwarding-plane Separation
Instead of proposing a new multicast routing protocol which

includes a tunneling mechanism, ODMT decouples the tunnel
peering establishment and multicast forwarding mechanism. The
advantage of this separation is that, once multicast route to the
source site has been established through tunnel peering, the exist-
ing multicast forwarding mechanism (i.e., PIM-SM) can be used
independently. In this way, ODMT complements the de-facto
PIM-SM for inter-domain operation with more controllable mul-
ticast distribution mechanisms crossing the Internet.

The separation of tunnel peering establishment which is under
the purview of control plane and multicast forwarding mecha-
nism which is under the purview of forwarding plane is depicted
in Fig. 2. ODMT consists of three main components, namely
Controller Node (CoN), Forwarding Node (FoN) and Controller
node Resolver (CR). The FoN as its name implies, is a router
object controlled by the CoN which supports PIM-SSM routing.
The CoN is an authorized controller node for a PIM-SM domain,
while the CR is a directory service for CoN lookups. An inter-
domain multicast connection using tunnels is facilitated by the
CoN and CR for discovering and negotiating with other CoN do-
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Fig. 2 General abstraction of ODMT.

Fig. 3 ODMT working concept. A receiver at AS B network wants to
receive multicast packets from a source at AS A network.

mains.
To provide a manageable service model in inter-domain multi-

cast, we leverage the SSM service model into the process of inter-
island multicast tunneling; in fact, the findings in Ref. [38] justify
this usage model in the inter-domain multicast. We require each
receiver site (one multicast island) to explicitly initiate a source-
specific multicast join (PIM-SSM join) to a service on other mul-
ticast islands. This PIM-SSM join will trigger the tunnel peering
creation by the CoN to its FoN and subsequently, CoN will con-
trol multicast routes to govern the multicast packets flow over the
created tunnel. A pseudo PIM-SSM router function at the CoN
is needed to correctly capture the triggered multicast join event.
In this design, a measure of control of multicast packet flow is
available by defining the local multicast policy to supervise the
multicast tunnel creation and forward the multicast joins. This
measure of control is in-line with the general direction given by
Ref. [32], where ODMT derives its multicast control policy from
the local policy inputs.

3.2 Controller Node
CoN holds a key role in this design, as it is meant to be the

controller for performing the multicast tunneling between inter-
domain routers. Taking advantage of the fact that PIM-SM proto-
col is independent of the underlying routing protocol, CoN may
influence the flow of PIM join messages either through the tun-
nel link or the native link by injecting static multicast routes. We
now use a concrete example to illustrate how ODMT intercon-
nects two isolated multicast islands. Figure 3 shows the rele-
vant components of ODMT; AS is an autonomous system net-

work representing a Site or a multicast island. We used the terms
Site and multicast island interchangeably in this paper. A receiver
RB at AS B wants to receive multicast packets from a source SA

at AS A. For the initial state, the FoN at each site must config-
ure a default multicast route via each site’s CoN to ensure that
CoN receives PIM (S, G) joins. The following are the steps to
interconnect two isolated multicast islands, explaining the steps
in Fig. 3 :
1) Upon receiving a PIM (SA, G) join, CoNB takes S A IP ad-

dress as an input to query CR to discover CoN to connect
to.

2) The CR replies to CoNB with data consisting of CoNA IP ad-
dress, IP Prefix and AS number information, which relates
to S A IP address. The CR lookup procedure evaluates the
S A IP address by finding a matching IP prefix with the cor-
responding CoN IP address.

3) After discovering the CoNA IP address from the CR, CoNB

initiates a multicast tunnel peering request to the CoNA.
4) CoNA will evaluate the request according to its local policy

configuration. If the request is approved, CoNA and CoNB

will start exchanging information of each FoN IP address
for a tunnel creation.

5) Finally, each CoN at AS A and AS B will invoke commands
for creating the tunnel and enabling the PIM routing function
on the created tunnel interface.

Upon the successful tunnel creation, CoNB will inject a static
multicast route for the source destination IP prefix obtained from
CR reply into FoNB in order to divert PIM (SA, G) join over the
created tunnel. Subsequently, FoNA will receive a PIM (SA, G)
join and forward it to CoNA. This PIM (SA, G) join will trigger
a lookup procedure at CoNA similar to the Step 1 above. Since
the SA address belongs to AS A network itself, CoNA will not
query the CR, instead CoNA must inject a static multicast route
at FoNA to divert the PIM (SA, G) join to the correct next hop
router toward the source SA. CoNA will perform route lookup on
the unicast routing table at FoNA for the longest prefix match to
the source destination IP SA. The result will be used for static
multicast route injection. Finally, the receiver RB can start to re-
ceive multicast packets from the source SA. As long as the tunnel
between FoNA and FoNB is still active (i.e., there are active re-
ceivers), other receivers at Site B can receive multicast packets
from other sources at Site A, and vice versa without initiating
another tunnel request.

3.3 Static Multicast Routes Injection
The initial condition in Section 3.2 requires that the FoN to

be configured to have a default multicast route to the CoN. This
requirement is important so that the CoN can control every mul-
ticast tunnel peering creation. Once a multicast tunnel has been
established, ODMT relies on PIM-SM protocol for the multicast
routing. However, PIM-SM will not immidiately route multicast
packets over the newly created tunnel link because there is no
multicast route associated to the tunnel link. Therefore, ODMT
needs to inject static multicast routes to influence the multicast
routing by PIM-SM over the created tunnel link.

As outlined in the previous section, there are two conditions of
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static multicast route injection; 1) The source address is within
its own multicast island, and 2) The source address is in another
multicast island. To inject a multicast route, CoN needs to know
the IP prefix that corresponds to the source IP address. This is for
the purpose of aggregating all traffic belonging to a Site over a
tunnel link. When the source address is within its own multicast
island, the CoN learns the routes from the unicast routing tables
of its FoN and injects an appropriate multicast route toward the
multicast source. The source IP prefix is obtained from a lookup
procedure using the longest prefix match to the multicast source
IP address. When the source address is on another multicast is-
land, the source destination IP prefix is obtained from the process
of querying CR for CoN.

The use of static routes is very common and useful in network
operation, however it has drawbacks, namely it is not controllable
and difficult to monitor and troubleshoot. ODMT makes it more
manageable by storing every static multicast route injection and
monitoring their states periodically. If there are changes in the
underlying unicast routing tables, the static multicast route will
be updated appropriately.

3.4 Multicast Tunnel Peering Establishment
Tunneling has long been recognized as a possible solution to

reduce the number of intermediate nodes that maintain multicast
forwarding states along the path from the source to the receivers
when the group members are sparse and well spread [39], [40].
ODMT’s multicast tunnel peering establishment is employed in
the CoN. The tunnel peering establishment describes the negoti-
ation protocol among CoNs. The general view of the negotiation
protocol can be summarized in two general functions as was de-
picted in step 3 and 4 of Section 3.2:
( 1 ) The initiator of multicast tunnel peering - An initiator refers

to the Site that initiates a multicast tunnel peering request.
An Initiator may act as a receiver-only or a transit Site. The
multicast tunnel peering initiation must be preceded by a
tunnel trigger events coming from a PIM (S, G) join.

( 2 ) The acceptor of multicast tunnel peering - An acceptor refers
to the Site which accepts a multicast tunnel peering request
coming from a Site. A Site that has the source or acts as a
transit on behalf of the source Site falls into this category.

For both categories, the approval of multicast tunnel peering is
subject to the local policy as depicted in Fig. 2. Additionally, mul-
ticast tunnel peering states are stored for monitoring purposes and
will be deleted when the tunnel is unused.

3.5 Networked-overlay Multicast Transit
In the design of ODMT, a source Site is responsible for han-

dling all multicast tunnel peering requests from many receiver
Sites. A source Site may no longer able to accept new multicast
tunnel peering requests. In that case, the CoN at the source Site
may opt to delegate new multicast tunnel peering requests to other
sites that have established multicast tunnel with the source Site (in
other words, offloading tunnel requests to a transit Site). We call
this procedure as networked-overlay multicast transit mechanism.
This mechanism can reduce the inherent drawbacks of tunnel-
ing [41]: 1) High fanout of tunnel endpoints at the source Site. 2)

Fig. 4 ODMT Transit concept. CoN at AS A network refuses to accept mul-
ticast tunnel peering request from CoN at AS C network, because AS
A network cannot accept more tunnel peering. CoN at AS A network
suggests CoN at AS C network to negotiate multicast tunnel peering
with CoN at AS B network.

Redundant multicast packets from multiple receiver Sites travers-
ing over the same physical link to form tunnels to the source Site.

We use the concrete example in Fig. 4 as an illustration to de-
scribe the networked-overlay multicast transit mechanism. This
example is elaborated from the previous example in Fig. 3 and
assumes that AS A and AS B networks are already connected to
each other. The receiver RC at AS C wants to receive multicast
packets from the source SA at AS A. The same initial procedures
outlined in the previous example in Section 3.2 also apply to this
example, where a PIM (S, G) join triggers the tunnel request ini-
tiation and subsequently CoNC queries the CR to get the CoN of
AS A. The only difference is the addition of two steps required
to achieve this transit mechanism. The two additional steps are
step 4 and 5 as explained below and likewise represented as step 4
and 5 in Fig. 4:
4) CoNA will evaluate the request according to its local policy

configuration. If Site A can no longer accept new multicast
tunnel peering request, CoNA informs CoNC with a list of
CoN which has tunnel peering established or a contract to be
a networked-overlay multicast transit on behalf of AS A. In
this example, Site B is listed as the transit Site.

5) Upon receiving the list of CoNs, CoNC will evaluate the ap-
propriate CoN to negotiate with according to the local policy.
CoNC will pick up the CoN address from the list in recursive
manner and initiate multicast tunnel peering request until a
CoN accepts its request. In this example, Site B has con-
nected to Site A and is willing to be a networked-overlay
multicast transit for the multicast sources at Site A. So that,
CoNC initiate a multicast tunnel peering request to CoNB.

Upon the successful tunnel creation, CoNC will inject a static
multicast route for a source destination IP prefix to FoNC , which
was gathered earlier from the CR reply, to divert PIM (SA, G) join
over the created tunnel. Subsequently, FoNB will receive the PIM
(SA, G) join from FoNC . Assuming that FoNB still has an active
(SA, G) state, the multicast packets will immediately start to flow
to FoNC . Finally after all of the above processes are complete, a
receiver RB will be able to receive the multicast packets from the
source SA.

3.6 Local Policy
ODMT provides a measure of control in the establishment of

multicast tunnel peering through the configuration of local pol-
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icy, as stated in earlier sections. Local policy is driven by the
incentives at each Site, which can be determined through defin-
able metrics and contractual multicast tunnel peering agreement
(in the case of networked-overlay multicast transit). The metrics
may include the maximum number of tunnel peering that a Site
can handle and the policy to offload tunnel peering requests to
the transit Sites. In determining the maximum number of tunnel
peering, each site’s hardware and bandwidth resources must be
taken into account.

A source Site that prefers to offload every tunnel request to
its networked-overlay multicast transit Site has to define its pre-
ferred list of transit CoNs in the local policy. For each multicast
tunnel peering from receiver Sites, the source Site will instruct
the receiver Site to peer with its preferred list of transit CoNs.
Likewise, the receiver Site will select its preferred CoNs during
the establishment of multicast tunnel peering using its own local
policy.

In the absence of a local policy, for each multicast tunnel peer-
ing request from the receiver Site, the source Site will give a list
of all connected Sites as its networked-overlay multicast transit.
The receiver Site will try to peer with the given list of CoNs until
one of the CoNs accepts its request. When no transit Site accepts
tunnel request, the receiver Site will re-initiate a tunnel request
back to the source Site.

3.7 Controller Node Resolver
To initiate multicast tunnel peering, the CoN at the receiver

Site needs to know the IP address of the CoN at the source Site.
This mechanism is similar to common bootstrapping communi-
cation on the Internet in which a user obtains the IP address of
a destination. The information can be acquired via multiple ap-
proaches, e.g., directory service, web search, or any out-of-band
communication. In our design, we propose Controller node Re-
solver (CR), which is a CoN lookup service that provides the in-
formation regarding IP address prefixes and AS numbers with its
corresponding CoN IP addresses. CR is a separate entity in the
design of ODMT. While this paper does not discuss the specific
implementation of the CR service, the CR service can be imple-
mented in a hierarchical manner like the domain name service
(DNS) [42] or in a flat structure [43].

If a source Site wants to be reachable by other Sites, it needs
to register its CoN’s information at a CR server. When a re-
ceiver Site intends to connect to a source Site, the receiver Site
will query the CR to retrieve CoN’s information on the source
Site, similar to querying a DNS server in today’s Internet. Once
the receiver Site gets the information of the CoN at the source
Site, it will start to negotiate the multicast tunnel peering, as de-
scribed earlier in Section 3.2. When the source Site has the up-
dated information about its CoN due to changes in the network, it
needs to update its CR record. This process is similar to dynamic
DNS [44], [45] updates or other directory service updates. We do
not think record updates to CR or querying CR would cause a sig-
nificant scalability problem for two reasons. First, the CoN infor-
mation update is relatively low. A source Site would only change
their IP address prefixes and AS number due to network migra-
tion or expansion. Second, since the CR can be implemented in

a hierarchical manner similar to existing DNS system, the resolu-
tion of queries can be distributed. Moreover, the lookup process
of transit CoN to the source Site does not involve CR at all.

4. ODMT Implementation

We implemented ODMT in a testbed to verify its design cor-
rectness and effectiveness in real deployment. Our development
testbed consists of five Cisco 7200 as the border routers and five
Cisco 3600 as the internal routers. In this section, we describe the
ODMT implementation prototype.

4.1 Overview
The testbed topology is depicted in Fig. 5 and it consisted of

five Sites, represented by AS number 10 to 50. Each Site was
configured to run PIM-SSM routing and IGMP version 3 fol-
lowing the configuration guideline outlined in Ref. [46]. Native
inter-domain PIM peering was disabled while BGP unicast rout-
ing were running between border routers to emulate the isolated
multicast environment between Sites.

Each CoN was a host running Linux (Fedora Linux 12 with
kernel version 2.6.31) and the prototype of CoN was written us-
ing Python script. We modified “qpimd” [47], a fork of Quagga
routing suite [48] to act as a pseudo PIM-SSM router at the CoN
for the purpose of capturing PIM (S, G) joins. We assigned one
host to act as the CR. The CR was a small Python script that read
a small database consisting of rows of (CoN IP address, IP Prefix,

AS number) tuple. For the verification of multicast packet flows,
the ssmping tool [49] was installed at each source and receiver
host.

CoN controls the multicast tunnel peering on a router via re-
mote command invocations. Each router is represented by an ob-
ject of FoN class that adheres to the interface depicted in Fig. 6.
Since router commands are specific to the model of the router, the
implementation of FoN class has to be customized for each dif-
ferent router model. Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) [50]
was chosen as the tunneling protocol because it supports a wide
variety of network layer protocol including multicast and is sup-
ported by most routers.

In our testbed, FoN is represented by the border router of
each AS network. To avoid confusion with term FoN and bor-
der router, in this section, we use the term ASR with its index
number to represent those two meanings in this testbed. Initially,

Fig. 5 ODMT test scenario. Each CoN is configured to accept only one
multicast tunnel peering request.
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Fig. 6 Abstract interface of FoN (Router) class.

each ASR was configured with a default static multicast route that
points to its CoN.

4.2 Test Scenario
We assigned R10 to R50 as the multicast receivers and S 30 as the

multicast source. We also defined two test scenarios represented
by Event 1 and Event 2 as depicted in Fig. 5.
Event 1: a receiver R40 initiates a join request (S 30, G) to its up-
stream router IR40. The PIM (S 30, G) join state will be created at
IR40. IR40 will forward PIM (S 30, G) join to AS R40. Since AS R40

has a static default multicast route to CoN40, the PIM (S 30, G) join
will then be forwarded to CoN40. The initial multicast join path
is R40 → IR40 → AS R40 → CoN40.

At this stage, CoN40 will start to process the PIM (S 30, G) join
according the steps described in Section 3.2. CoN40 will nego-
tiate with CoN30 and the multicast tunnel peering will be estab-
lished between AS R40 and AS R30. Through a static multicast
route injection at AS R40, the multicast join path will be changed
to R40 → IR40 → AS R40 → AS R30 → IR30 → S 30 and subse-
quently, R40 will receive multicast packets from S 30.
Event 2: a receiver R10 initiates a join request (S 30, G) to its
upstream router IR10. While Event 1 is still ongoing, Event 2
is executed. Like Event 1, similar initial processes will be per-
formed in the local PIM domain within AS 10 network. The initial
multicast join path is R10 → IR10 → AS R10 → CoN10.

Assuming that the multicast tunnel peering between AS R40

and AS R30 is still active, thus CoN30 will not be able to serve
the request from CoN10, because CoN30 had been configured to
serve only one tunnel peering at a time. Instead, the steps de-
scribed in Section 3.5 will be used. In brief, CoN30 will redirect
to CoN10 to CoN40 and the multicast tunnel peering will be es-
tablished between AS R10 and AS R40. By injecting a static mul-
ticast route at AS R10, the multicast join path will be changed to
R10 → IR10 → AS R10 → AS R40 → AS R30 → IR30 → S 30 and
subsequently, R10 will receive multicast packets from S 30.

4.3 Implementation Features
Monitoring of Tunnels and Injected Routes: The tunnel peer-
ing and static multicast route injection are performed to enable
PIM message delivery. Therefore, to determine when a tunnel

and its corresponding static multicast route need to be deleted,
we adopted recommendations from PIM-SSM specification [24].
Adopting from PIM join expiry timer, we used 210 seconds for
the tunnel expiry timer. A tunnel will be deleted if it is not asso-
ciated with any multicast state or if there is no flowing multicast
traffic after the expiry timer. This tunnel deletion will automat-
ically delete the static multicast routes associated with the tun-
nel interfaces. In addition, our prototype polls the FoN every 60
seconds to monitor the static multicast routes injection that cor-
responds to local multicast sources. If there is a change in the
unicast routing table for the next hop router of the local multi-
cast sources, the injected static multicast routes will be updated
accordingly.
Multiple Channels on a Single Tunnel: Each record on the CR
contains an IP prefix with its associated CoN, and several IP pre-
fixes may be associated with a CoN. Let’s assume that two PIM
joins, (S 1, G1) and (S 2, G2) arrive consecutively at a receiver’s
CoN. The receiver’s CoN queries the CR and receives two replies
with different IP prefixes and the same CoN IP address (source’s
CoN). The receiver’s CoN establishes a tunnel and injects a static
multicast route for (S 1, G1) first. Before establishing a tunnel for
(S 2, G2) it notes that there is already a tunnel associated with the
source’s CoN, hence it only injects a static multicast route for S 2

via the existing tunnel without establishing a new tunnel.
Bi-directional Multicast Tunnel: The static multicast route in-
jection that creates multicast join path from the receiver Site to
the source Site is only unidirectional. ODMT can handle a bi-
directional multicast tunnel easily since it keeps every multicast
tunnel peering state. When the CoN at the source Site receives
PIM (S R, G) join, then the same procedure of contacting CR is
performed. As soon as the CoN at the source Site receives a re-
ply from CR, it will check its multicast tunnel peering states. If
there is an active multicast tunnel peering between the source Site
and the receiver Site, multicast tunnel peering negotiation will be
skipped. Instead, the source Site only performs multicast route
injection to the receiver Site. This will divert PIM (S R, G) join to
the CoN at the receiver Site. At this point, the decision to allow or
block this bi-directional multicast flow is determined by the CoN
at the receiver Site. This mechanism is fast and efficient because
the existing tunnel can be reused for bi-directional multicast flow.

ODMT introduced minimal changes to the networks and at
least one CoN is needed for one multicast island to enable in-
terconnection between multicast islands. ODMT eases the man-
agement of inter-domain multicast peering.

5. Deployment Issues

This section addresses the possible issues when deploying
ODMT.

5.1 Co-existence with native inter-domain IP multicast
ODMT is designed to lessen the barrier of inter-domain mul-

ticast deployment, but it is not meant to hamper native inter-
domain multicast deployment. ODMT can co-exist with native
inter-domain IP multicast that uses PIM-SM and MBGP. ODMT
modified the multicast routes through static routing mechanism
that only affects its FoN (router), because the injected routes are
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not distributed to other routers.
Suppose that at the same router (FoN), MBGP is used for dis-

tributing the route reachability for unicast and multicast between
two adjacent AS neighbors, the CoN at both ASes will never
be triggered for multicast tunnel peering whenever a multicast
source and receivers from both ASes are communicating. This
behavior is somewhat expected, because there is no point in us-
ing multicast tunneling if both ASes are physically adjacent and
ODMT should not override the native inter-domain IP multicast.

There may a desirable behavior to make CoN to override the
multicast routes from MBGP whenever the source multicast is
several hops away (crossing several ASes) from receivers. One
way to deal with it is by defining a list of routes that can be over-
ridden by CoN. CoN will inject static multicast routes based on
that list. The issue with this deployment model is whenever there
is a change to MBGP multicast policy and some routes needs not
to be overridden, the list must be updated manually.

5.2 Placement of FoN
ODMT design recommends a FoN to be a border router of an

AS, with a CoN located on the same link. However in a deploy-
ment, a FoN may be an internal router of an AS. If such a deploy-
ment is needed, all routers in an AS must be configured to have a
default static multicast route toward the FoN. This configuration
is required so that all PIM-SSM joins to the sources outside of
an AS will always be forwarded to the FoN. Subsequently, the
PIM-SSM joins will trigger the establishment of multicast tunnel
peering at the CoN.

5.3 Single CoN with Multiple FoNs
The size of a network varies from one AS to another. For exam-

ple, a Tier-1 ISP or Large ISP can have many border routers and
can advertise many IP prefixes. There may be a need to operate
several FoNs with a single CoN. The CoN and its FoNs must be
connected to each other via manual multicast tunnels. The advan-
tage of this deployment model is CoN has complete control over
its FoNs, so the coordination between FoNs can be easily man-
aged. For example, if there is PIM (S 1, G) join received from one
FoN, while another FoN has the tunnel state, instead of initiating
another multicast tunnel peering with the source Site, CoN can
directly create multicast tunnel peering between its FoNs. The
issues of this deployment model are that a single CoN may not
scale to handle monitoring and control of many FoNs through
remote commands invocation.

5.4 Multiple CoNs and Multiple FoNs
This deployment model may emerge from the same motivation

as in the case of Single CoN with Multiple FoN, where the size
of the network is considerably large and there are many border
routers. This deployment model can gain the same advantages as
above, but it scales better. However, it poses a different issue on
the synchronization between CoN, because basically each CoN
is independent of each other. There is a possibility that several
CoNs may perform multicast tunnel peering to the same source
network. This inefficiency can be alleviated by configuring each
CoN within an AS to prioritize its local CoNs over other foreign

CoN.

6. Deployment Scenario Analysis

CoN is the central component in determining the deployment
scenario of ODMT. The CoN at source AS (S) provides control
based on the input of local policy whether to directly accept a
multicast tunneling request from a receiver AS (R) or to offload
it to other sites which provide multicast transit tunnel on behalf
of the source AS. To analyze how and when ODMT could over-
come the barrier in inter-domain multicast deployment, we use
several possible deployment scenarios in Fig. 7. Reduced traffic
or bandwidth savings due to multicast does not always translate
into benefits for an ISP. We evaluate each scenario using three
parameters: 1) the number of routers that maintain multicast for-
warding states, 2) elimination of redundant traffic due to the num-
ber of redundant tunnels, and 3) increased traffic opportunity by
the number of tunnels.

Figure 7 a) shows inter-domain native multicast deployment
scenario, in which IP multicast introduces bandwidth savings for
all parties with the consequence of maintaining multicast for-
warding states on all ASes. For transit ISPs, this bandwidth sav-
ing does not provide benefit due to the reduced traffic volume
from their customers (content and eyeball ISPs). With this loss,
transit ISPs will be better off without multicast routing, this caus-
ing the isolation of multicast among ASes. Multicast deployment
scenario using tunneling to interconnect directly between source
AS (S) and receiver ASes (R), depicted in Fig. 7 b), could be re-
garded as a means to avoid the multicast isolation problem. Fig-
ure 7 c) describes a scenario, where source AS (S) offloads tunnel
requests to its upstream content ISP based on a prior agreement
to provide multicast transit tunnel. Figure 7 d) shows a scenario,
where source AS (S) has multicast transit tunnel agreement with
transit ISPs. The deployment scenario in Fig. 7 e) shows that tran-
sit ISPs are bypassed by the multicast transit tunnel agreement be-
tween the source AS and the eyeball ISPs and in Fig. 7 f) shows
a deployment scenario where the source AS has transit tunnel
agreement with various ISPs (content, transit, and eyeball ISPs).

The evaluation on each scenario is presented in Table 2, where
each type of ISP, namely content, transit, and eyeball ISPs are
being evaluated according to the three parameters above. In sum-
mary, 1) the content ISP: increased traffic opportunity is most
preferable followed with low elimination of redundancy and low
number of routers with multicast states, such as scenario in b and
c. 2) the transit ISP: similar to content ISP, such as scenario in b,
c, and d. 3) the eyeball ISP: elimination of redundancy is most de-
sirable followed by low number of routers with multicast states,
such as scenario in a, e, and f. There is no concern of increased
traffic opportunity for the eyeball ISP, since their focus is on the
downhill path traffic where the reduce of inbound traffic would be
beneficial for them.

7. Related Work

The efforts of providing multicast reachability in the Internet
is a longstanding goal of the research community and the indus-
try for more than two decades. ODMT drawn on many existing
ideas.
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Fig. 7 Native multicast and ODMT deployment scenarios. The inter-domain peering relationships be-
tween circle ASes in these scenarios follows the defined relationships in Fig. 1. a) A dotted line
with solid-end arrow describes native multicast path hop by hop over circle ASes. For b) to f), a
dashed line with open-end arrow describes multicast tunneling between circle ASes and the solid-
start arrow for each dashed line indicates the starting point of tunnel, which could be directly from
S (source AS), or multicast transit tunnel via C-ISP (content AS), TR (transit AS) or E-ISP (eyeball
AS).

Table 3 Multicast service models comparison.

ASM SSM AMT [19] ODMT

Routing tree type
Any Per-source, Any Per-source prefix,

unidirectional only bidirectional
Sender authorization None None (single source) None via CoN
Receiver authorization None None (hook provided) None via CoN
Protocol to manage PIM, MBGP, PIM-SSM Relay CoN and CR
inter-domain core MSDP (IPv4) nodes
Modification to No No. (IGMPv3 - IPv4, No same as SSM
packet formats MLDv2 - IPv6)

Table 2 Multicast deployment scenarios evaluation. Here, “good” indicates
providing positive incentive according to each parameter evalua-
tion on each type of ISP.

Content ISP Transit ISP Eyeball ISP
high is bad high is bad high is bad

number of routers high: a,c high: a,d high: a,e
with multicast states medium: f medium: f medium: f

low: b,d,e low: b,c,e low: b,c,d
high is bad high is bad high is good

elimination of high: a high: a high: a,e
redundant tunnels medium: d,e,f medium: e,f medium: f

low: b,c low: b,c,d low: b,c,d
high is good high is good Not applicable

increased traffic high: b,c high: b,c eyeball ISP does
opportunity medium: d,e medium: d,f not have incentive

low: a,f low: a,e in this parameter

Reduction of multicast states using tunnels: Tunneling solu-
tion has long been recognized as a possible solution to reduce the
multicast states [18], [19], [39], [40]. However, all of these ap-
proaches are unaware of high fanout tunnel end-points and redun-
dant tunnel link problem. Our design overcomes this by propos-
ing the concept of networked-overlay multicast transit to reduce
the high fanout and redundant link at the source Site.
Reduction of protocol complexities: The complexity of multi-
cast routing protocol lies in the way of learning the active sources.
A number of new proposals solved that problem [16], [51], [52]

by decoupling the multicast group membership discovery and
multicast forwarding lookup. From this point of view, our design
does not propose a new multicast forwarding mechanism, instead
we focused on the control-plane to make the multicast states cre-
ation and the forwarding more controllable.
Alternative service model: Rajahalme in Ref. [32] had ex-
plored the multicast tussle on Internet and proposed an incentive-

informed inter-domain multicast model that derived incentives
from the local unicast route policy. To some extent, our approach
is in-line with their operational direction regarding the deploy-
able multicast solution and we came out with a concrete solution.
However, ODMT introduces a networked-overlay multicast tran-
sit mechanism with regard to the input of local policy.

Table 3 shows the comparison of multicast service model, ex-
tending the analysis by Ref. [11]. ODMT provides a measure of
control in the establishment of multicast tunnel peering through
the configuration of local policy. The inter-domain connection is
manageable through the arrangement of tunnel negotiation proto-
col among CoNs at each site and the coordination with CR.

8. Conclusions

ODMT solves the problem of IP multicast tussle among con-
tent providers, ISPs, and users by providing a manageable inter-
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domain service model, where each ISP can decide whether to pro-
vide multicast transit tunnel on behalf of the source Site by evalu-
ating their own incentives. ODMT provides an on-demand inter-
provider multicast tunneling that is manageable via the local-
policy of each participating site. Our approach lowers the barrier
of inter-provider multicast interconnection and reduces multicast
operational complexity.
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